Opiate tolerance and dependence: recent findings and synthesis.
Recent studies have led to a greater understanding of the behavioral, cellular, and molecular mechanisms underlying opiate tolerance and physical dependence. Behavioral studies have demonstrated that both direct pharmacological effects and the learning of interactions between drug effects and environmental cues are important in these phenomena. Behavioral studies have also revealed that N-methyl-D-aspartate receptors may play a role in their development (or acquisition). Although in early cellular studies no consistent role was found for opioid receptors or endogenous opioid peptides in opiate tolerance and dependence, recent experiments suggest that beta-endorphin, enkephalin, and dynorphin neurons may indeed have a role. Finally, studies at the molecular level suggest that a functional decoupling of opioid receptors from GTP-binding proteins (G proteins) may be important. In this review, we discuss these disparate findings and present a synthesis that shows how they might together contribute to the phenomena of opiate tolerance and physical dependence.